
Additional Appendix 
Transportation Project List Eligibility Summary: Transit Projects 
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Notes * 

Transit 
Projects 

Downtown Loop       Meets all criteria and viewed as a transit focused project. 

Wellington Road Gateway       Meets all criteria and viewed as a transit focused project. 

East London Link       Meets all criteria and viewed as a transit focused project. 

North Connection       Meets all criteria and viewed as a transit focused project. 

West Connection       Meets all criteria and viewed as a transit focused project. 

Intelligent Traffic Signals (TIMMS)      
Creates capacity by reducing intersection delays and 
improves quality through shorter travel times for transit 
users. 

Expansion buses      Creates capacity and improves quality by providing 
additional buses and transit service. 

On-board Information Screens     
Improves quality by displaying upcoming stops in real 
time, public service announcements and messaging 
about detours and other changes to service. 

Bus Stop Amenities      
Improves transit rider safety and experience through the 
installation of solar-powered lights and new shelters. 

 

* A stated program goal is to increase the modal share for public transit and active transportation. 

 

  



Transportation Project List Eligibility Summary: Transit Supportive Projects 
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Notes * 

Transit 
Supportive 

Projects 

Pedestrian Street Connectivity 
Improvements to the Transit Network     

Improves street crossings for vulnerable road users at a 
number of signalized intersections providing improved 
active transportation connectivity to transit. 

New Sidewalks     
Includes constructing new sidewalk connections to 
improve safety and comfort for pedestrians coming from 
and going to transit stops. 

Adelaide Street Underpass Active 
Transportation Connections      

Implements new separated facilities for cyclists and 
pedestrians on Adelaide Street and Central Avenue to 
give pedestrians and cyclists better and safer 
opportunities to connect to transit. 

Active Transportation Improvements across 
Transit Route Bridges     

Includes adding or widening sidewalks and cycle lanes on 
existing bridges providing an improved space for active 
transportation connecting to transit. 

Dundas Place Thames Valley Parkway 
Active Transportation Connection     

Provides improved connection between the Downtown 
Loop and the Thames Valley Parkway providing improved 
connectivity for active transit users. 

Dundas Street Old East Village Streetscape 
Improvements     

Streetscape improvements to help provide a pedestrian-
friendly environment with improved access to transit 
connections. 

Oxford Street / Wharncliffe Road 
Intersection Improvements      

Provides eastbound and westbound queue jump lanes on 
Oxford Street to improve transit reliability and facilitate 
better traffic flow. 

Cycling Routes Connecting to Downtown 
Transit      

Constructing cycling routes to transit corridors to provide 
safer, more comfortable cycling connections in London’s 
downtown. 

Cycling Routes Connecting to Transit 
throughout the City      Create more and safer cycling connections to transit for 

cyclists travelling throughout the city. 

Enhanced Bike Parking      
Provides safety and security to those using bicycles to 
access the transit system. 

 

* A stated program goal is to increase the modal share for public transit and active transportation. 


